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The 54 kDa subunit of the signal recognition particle has
to identify a diverse family of substrates and deliver
them in a controlled manner to the translocation
machinery of the endoplasmic reticulum. Important new
insights into the function of this sorting protein have
emerged from recent biochemical and structural studies.
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Emil Fischer proposed more than a century ago that
macromolecular recognition involves a precise interaction
between complementary surfaces. Many enzymological
and structural studies have provided strong support for
this elegant ‘lock-and-key fit’ hypothesis. In recent years,
however, it has become clear that some proteins, including
histocompatibility antigens, calmodulin and molecular
chaperones, have the ability to bind to a multiplicity of
different substrates, or even to recognize general physical
properties of molecules rather than precise three-
dimensional shapes. These proteins must use unconven-
tional mechanisms to recognize a diverse array of
structurally distinct molecules without sacrificing the high
degree of substrate-binding specificity required for
effective function.
The 54 kDa subunit of the signal recognition particle
(SRP), a seven component ribonucleoprotein complex, is a
fascinating example of a protein that recognizes a broad
spectrum of substrates. This subunit, called SRP54, binds
to the amino-terminal ‘signal sequences’ of secreted and
integral membrane proteins, which act as molecular ‘zip
codes’ to specify transport into the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) (reviewed in [1]). Naturally occurring signal peptides
are highly variable in sequence and share little in common
except a hydrophobic core of approximately 7–13 amino
acids. Indeed, it appears that a high degree of hydropho-
bicity is the only requirement for a peptide to function as
a signal sequence [2]. 
SRP54 binds to signal sequences of nascent proteins as they
emerge from translating ribosomes. This binding event
leads to a transient inhibition of further polypeptide elonga-
tion, which is relieved only when the ribosome–nascent
chain complex docks on the ER membrane. There an 
interaction between SRP54 and the heterodimeric SRP
receptor (SR) facilitates release of the signal sequence and
its insertion into a translocation channel (or ‘translocon’).
How does SRP54 recognize a diverse family of sequences
accurately and then release them on cue? Recent studies
have provided some important new insights into the princi-
ples that govern this targeting process.
Methionine bristles and flexible loops
The first clues about the mechanism of signal-sequence
recognition by SRP54 emerged from analysis of the
domain organization and sequence of the mammalian
protein. Limited proteolytic digestion of SRP54 yields two
discrete fragments [3,4]. The amino-terminal fragment of
approximately 33 kDa, known as the ‘NG domain’,
consists of a unique segment of unknown function (the N
domain) followed by a GTPase module. The carboxy-
terminal fragment of approximately 22 kDa, which
contains the binding sites for both signal peptides and the
SRP RNA, is called the M domain, because it contains an
atypically large number of methionine residues. 
Figure 1
Structure of the M domain of the T. aquaticus SRP54 homolog Ffh.
The large hydrophobic groove on the surface of the molecule is likely
to form the signal sequence binding pocket. A highly flexible loop — the
‘finger loop’ — forms one side of the hydrophobic groove. The
positively-charged motif required for high affinity binding of SRP RNA
resides opposite the hydrophobic groove. Communication between
the RNA and the hydrophobic groove may be facilitated by extensive
interactions between the RNA and the hydrophilic face of the M
domain. Electrostatic potential was calculated using the GRASP
program (blue is positive and red is negative). The hydrophobic amino
acids in the putative signal sequence binding pocket are colored
green. (Courtesy of R. Keenan and P. Walter.)
The high methionine content of the M domain is con-
served in SRP54 homologs found in all three kingdoms of
life. Although their positions in the protein are not strictly
conserved, the methionines are predicted to reside on a
single face of several discrete amphipathic α-helices [5].
This unusual pattern of conservation suggests that the
methionines have a functional rather than a structural role.
Methionine is unique among the bulky hydrophobic
amino acids in having significant conformational flexibility
[6]. For this reason, it was proposed [5] that the predicted
α-helices fold together to produce a hydrophobic signal-
sequence binding pocket lined with flexible methionine
‘bristles’ that endow it with a great deal of structural plas-
ticity. In light of this model, it is interesting that methion-
ines are also rather conspicuous in α-helical regions of
calmodulin and a 20 kDa chloroplast heat shock protein
that have been proposed or shown directly to mediate the
binding of multiple different peptide ligands [7–9].
The recent determination of the crystal structure of the
SRP54 homolog of the bacterium Thermus aquaticus — also
known as Ffh — provides a magnificent picture of the M
domain and provides strong support for the methionine
bristle hypothesis [10]. The most prominent feature of
this domain is a very large surface groove formed by three
α-helices and a flexible loop called the ‘finger loop’
(Figure 1). The groove is lined almost entirely with large
hydrophobic amino acids, and is clearly large enough to
bind signal peptides in the α-helical conformation that
they tend to adopt in non-polar environments [11]. 
In the Ffh crystal, the hydrophobic finger loop from one M
domain was found to be inserted into the groove of an adja-
cent molecule, attesting to the enormous hydrophobicity of
the predicted signal-sequence binding pocket. Although
the methionines in the M domain of mesophilic bacteria
can be mapped to the groove, the T. aquaticus M domain is
exceptional in having relatively few methionines. Because
this organism lives at high temperature, there is probably
sufficient thermal motion in the protein to obviate the
need for flexible methionine side chains. Consistent with
this explanation, I have found that Escherichia coli cells that
produce a mutant Ffh protein in which multiple methion-
ine residues have been changed to leucine grow only at
37°C or above (unpublished observations).
An important element of the M domain structure that was
not anticipated from previous work is the highly flexible
finger loop. Keenan et al. [10] found that Ffh crystallized
in different space groups depending on the conditions
used, and in each case the nineteen 19 amino-acid loop
appeared in a different conformation. The remainder of
the M domain was rigid and structurally invariant. These
observations suggest that the finger loop is mobile.
Because the flexibility of the finger-loop resides in the
polypeptide backbone, and not just in the amino acid side
chains, it may make a very significant contribution to the
overall plasticity of the binding pocket. In addition to
helping adjust the size of the binding pocket, the finger
loop might also change conformation to protect the empty
hydrophobic groove and/or the bound signal peptide from
exposure to the aqueous environment.
Beyond the methionine bristles and the finger loop, the
inherent flexibility of the M domain runs even deeper.
Recent biophysical analysis has shown that the free M
domain exists in a loosely-folded ‘molten-globule’ state
[12]. Interaction with the SRP RNA, which appears to be
initiated by a conserved, arginine-rich helix–turn–helix
motif located opposite the hydrophobic groove [13]
(Figure 1), profoundly stabilizes the structure of the M
domain. This observation suggests that extensive contacts
are formed between the polypeptide and the RNA. The
intimate association of the RNA binding site and the
peptide binding pocket revealed by the crystal structure
implies that signals sent through the RNA might signifi-
cantly affect the conformation of the M domain, and in
turn the binding of the signal peptide (see below).
A regulated cycle of substrate binding and release
SRP54 differs from other proteins that bind peptide
substrates in a sequence-independent fashion in that it
releases its cargo only upon interaction with a membrane-
bound receptor. Stable targeting complexes are formed
because SRP binds signal sequences early during transla-
tion and inhibits further polypeptide synthesis. A conse-
quence of binding substrates in a flexible groove, however,
is that the affinity for any given substrate must be quite
low. Given that the binding of the signal peptide to the
SRP54 M domain is probably not very tight, how can the
stable binding and regulated release of nascent chains that
has been observed experimentally be explained?
It is likely that a stable SRP–ribosome–nascent chain
complex results from several weak interactions which in
combination produce high affinity binding. Several lines
of evidence suggest that the SRP54 NG domain
contributes to signal sequence binding. For instance, the
isolated M domain has a lower affinity for signal
sequences than the intact protein [14]. Mutations in a very
highly conserved sequence motif in the N domain
produce defects in signal sequence binding [15]. The
binding of signal peptides to E. coli Ffh destabilizes both
the M and NG domains, suggesting that both regions of
the protein are in physical contact with the peptides [12].
And although it was not possible to determine definitively
which M domain is attached to which NG domain in the
crystal structure of T. aquaticus Ffh, in one possible orien-
tation the N domain is in proximity to the M domain. All
of these results suggest that sequences from the amino-
terminus of Ffh may act as a lid to help anchor the signal
peptide. Even taking into account a possible contribution
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from the NG domain, however, the affinity of SRP54 for
signal peptides has been estimated to be only in the
micromolar range [16]. Thus, weak binding of SRP to
ribosomes [17] probably also contributes to the formation
of a stable targeting complex.
Once SRP-bound ribosomes reach the ER, signal peptide
release from SRP54 is closely coordinated with the
formation of a tight junction between the ribosome and
the membrane and the alignment of the nascent-chain exit
site with the translocation pore [18]. As in many other
intracellular contexts, GTPases act as switches to ensure
the fidelity of this macromolecular assembly process.
Perhaps because of the complexity of orchestrating the
docking reaction and the transfer of the nascent chain,
however, the GTPases operate in a unique fashion. Unlike
most other GTPases, which are stimulated by unrelated
proteins to cycle between an active GTP-bound state and
an inactive GDP-bound state, the homologous SRP54 and
SR α subunit (SRα) GTPases undergo symmetrical GTP
cycles driven by their physical interaction (Figure 2). 
Remarkably, the GTP binding sites of both SRP54 and
SRα are empty prior to docking [19]. The crystal
structures of the T. aquaticus Ffh [20] and E. coli SRα [21]
NG domains show that a subdomain not found in other
GTPases facilitates the formation of a network of interac-
tions among the active-site residues and maintains the
nucleotide-free state. The SRP54–SRα interaction then
stimulates both molecules to bind GTP simultaneously.
The binding of GTP is coupled to release of the signal
sequence and its insertion into the translocon.
Subsequently, hydrolysis of both GTP molecules facili-
tates dissociation of SRP from the membrane.
How are the interaction between SRP54 and SRα and the
concomitant binding of GTP coupled to release of the
signal sequence? It seems likely that substantial conforma-
tional changes in the SRP54 GTPase domain would be
required to liberate the active-site side chains. The
binding of GTP might then reduce signal sequence
binding affinity either by displacing the N domain, which
is in proximity to the guanine-ring binding site in the
nucleotide-free Ffh structure [20], or by changing the
orientation of the entire NG domain with respect to the M
domain. Indeed the hinge that connects the two segments
of SRP54 is disordered in the T. aquaticus crystal structure,
suggesting that it is sufficiently flexible to support major
domain rearrangements. Consistent with the argument that
GTP binding reduces the affinity for the signal peptide,
purified SRP54 cannot bind stably to both of these ligands
simultaneously [16]. Moreover, the observation that SRP
RNA is required for the interaction between SRP and SR
[16] suggests that a signal for peptide release might also be
communicated to the M domain through the bound RNA.
Although recent advances have significantly clarified the
function of SRP54, many questions remain unanswered.
Given that the targeting function of SRP is phylogenetically
conserved, the considerable variability in the size of the
SRP54 M domain is puzzling. The function of SRP appears
to be more restricted in prokaryotes than in eukaryotes
[22,23], and this may ultimately explain why bacterial M
domains tend to be relatively small. Furthermore, as
implied in the preceding discussion, the exact contributions
of the NG domain and SRP RNA to the signal sequence
binding cycle, and the exact sequence of events following
SRP54–SRα interaction, are still uncertain. Although some
of these issues can be addressed by further biochemical and
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Figure 2
A model for signal sequence binding and
release by SRP. In the cytoplasm, mammalian
SRP binds stably to ribosome–nascent chain
complexes. Interactions between both the NG
and M domains of SRP54 (blue) and the
signal sequence, and between SRP and the
ribosome, are together likely to produce high
affinity binding. When the ribosome–nascent
chain complex reaches the ER, an interaction
between SRP54 and SRα stimulates both
proteins to bind GTP. Significant
conformational changes in the NG domain
caused by GTP binding may facilitate release
of the signal sequence and its insertion into
the translocon. Release of the signal sequence
is coordinated with the formation of a tight seal
between the nascent chain exit site in the 60S
ribosomal subunit and the translocon.
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genetic dissection of the SRP pathway, there is no question
that the three-dimensional structures of complexes contain-
ing SRP54 and its various peptide, RNA and nucleotide
ligands, as well as SR, will prove to be invaluable. The solu-
tion of these structures is eagerly awaited.
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